In this paper we study supervised clustering in the context of label ranking data. Segmentation of such complex data has many potential real-world applications. For example, in target marketing, the goal is to cluster customers in the feature space by taking into consideration the assigned, potentially incomplete product preferences, such that the preferences of instances within a cluster are more similar than the preferences of customers in the other clusters. We establish several heuristic baselines for this application that make use of well-known algorithms such as K-means, and propose a principled algorithm specifically tailored for this type of clustering. It is based on the PlackettLuce (PL) probabilistic ranking model. Each cluster is represented as a union of Voronoi cells defined by a set of prototypes and is assigned a set of PL label scores that determine the cluster-specific label ranking. The unknown cluster PL parameters and prototype positions are determined using a supervised learning technique. Cluster membership and ranking for a new instance is determined by membership of its nearest prototype. The proposed algorithms were empirically evaluated on synthetic and reallife label ranking data. The PL-based method was superior to the heuristically-based supervised clustering approaches. The proposed PL-based algorithm was also evaluated on the task of label ranking prediction. The results showed that it is highly competitive to the state of the art label ranking algorithms, and that it is particularly accurate on data with partial rankings.
Introduction
Label Ranking is emerging as an important and practically relevant field. Unlike the standard problems of classification and regression, learning of label ranking is a complex learning task, which involves prediction of strict label order relations, rather than single values. Specifically, in the label ranking scenario, each instance, which is described by a set of features x, is assigned a ranking of labels π, that is a total (e.g., π = (5, 3, 1, 4, 2)) or partial (e.g., π = (5, 3, 2)) order over a finite set of class labels Y (e.g., Y = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5}). The label ranking problem consists of learning a model that maps instances x to a total label order f : x → π. It is assumed that a sample from the underlying distribution D = {(x n , π n ), n = 1, ..., N } , where x n is a d -dimensional feature vector and π n is a vector containing a total or partial order of a finite set Y of L class labels, is available for training.
This problem has recently received a lot of attention in the data mining and machine learning community and has already been extensively studied [6, 3, 14, 2, 21] . A nice survey of recent label ranking algorithms can be found in [12] .
There are many practical applications in which the objective is to learn an exact label preference of an instance in form of a total order. For example, in the case of document categorization, where it is very likely that a document belongs to multiple topics (e.g., sports, entertainment, baseball, etc.), one might not be interested only in predicting which topics are relevant for a specific document, but also to rank the topics by relevance. Additional applications include: meta-learning [24] , where, given a new data set, the task is to induce a total rank of available algorithms according to their suitability based on the data set properties; predicting food preferences for new customers based on the survey results, demographics, and other characteristics of respondents [17] ; determining an order of questions in a survey for a specific user based on respondent's attributes. See [8] for an overview of label ranking applications in economics, operations research, and databases.
Supervised clustering of label ranking data is an open and non-trivial problem, that has not been addressed in the data mining literature. Traditionally, clustering techniques are unsupervised, and as such do not take class memberships (classification) or target values (regression) into consideration. Supervised clustering [9, 10, 11] , on the other hand, does. It aims at producing desirable clusterings given the additional information (e.g., class labels). Example applications include clustering news articles by whether they refer to the same topic. Depending on the actual application, there is usually a specific performance measure or reward to evaluate the potential clustering solution.
One can envision many potential applications of su-pervised clustering for label ranking data. For example, in target marketing, a company with several products would like to cluster its customers for purposes of designing cluster-specific promotional material. For each cluster, the company can make a different catalog, by promoting a selected subset of products and designing a catalog in a way that best reflects the taste of its target customers. Another application would be how to order the questions in a survey for specific target group to maximize its success. For example, given the labeled data of users that did finish the survey, the goal would be to cluster these users into a predetermined number of groups and learn the best question order for each group. Specifically, in the supervised clustering, the goal is to cluster the data based on both instance features and the assigned, potentially incomplete, label rankings, such that the label ranks of instances within a cluster are more similar to each other than they are to the label ranks of instances in the other clusters. If we were to consider label ranking as classification, where each permutation is treated as a different class, we would have L! classes, and even more when dealing with incomplete ranks. This would make it very hard to apply standard supervised clustering algorithms.
Since supervised clustering of label ranking data, to the best of our knowledge, has not been studied before, we propose several heuristic baseline algorithms and also propose a principled probabilistic model. The first baseline approach uses the well-known K-means algorithm, either by treating label rankings as one of the features, or by first clustering based on the instance features only and subsequently assigning label rankings to the obtained clusters using a generalized Mallows Model [18] . The second baseline approach first clusters the label rankings [19] , without taking the instance features into account, to obtain a predetermined number of classes. It then trains a multi-class classifier using the newly formed classification data.
The proposed Plackett-Luce Mixture Model (MM-PL) presents a general framework for label ranking that can be used both for supervised clustering and for prediction. It is based on a multi-prototype cluster representation, where the underlying cluster preferences are modeled using cluster-specific Plackett-Luce score parameters. The model is fast, with linear training and prediction time, constant memory scaling with number of prototypes and is capable of efficiently working with incomplete rankings.
Preliminaries
In the label ranking scenario, a single instance, described by a d -dimensional vector x, is associated with a total order of assigned class labels. Specifically, we define a total order by using a transitive and asymmetric relation x on a finite set of labels Y, where y i x y j indicates that label y i precedes label y j given x. The total order can be represented as a permutation π of the set {1, ..., L}, where L is the number of available class labels. We define π such that π(i ) is the class label at i-th position in the order and π −1 (j ) is the position of the y j class label in the order. The permutation can also describe incomplete rankings in form y π(1) x y π(2) x , ..., x y π(l) , where l < L and {π(1), ..., π(l )} ⊂ {1, ..., L}.
Let us assume that N historical observations are collected in form of a data set D = {(x n , π n ), n = 1, ..., N } and available for development of a label ranking clustering model. The objective is to segment D into K clusters, such that each cluster spans a certain portion of feature space S k , k = 1, ..., K and is associated with a certain central ranking ρ k , k = 1, ..., K, both to be determined from D. Preferably, we would like π n , x n ∈ S k to be similar and all at a short distance from ρ k . The clustering model prediction for a new unlabeled instance x u is is given in form of a total order π u = ρ m , where m is the index of the cluster that x u is assigned to.
To evaluate the quality of potential clustering solutions on previously unseen examples, we will measure how close is the true label rank to the one predicted on the basis of cluster membership. Intuitively, we measure customer happiness when they receive our custom-made catalog, i.e., how similar are their actual preferences to the ones that we predicted based on treating them as a part of a group.
To measure the degree of correspondence between two label ranks π 1 and π 2 it is common to use the the Kendall's tau distance that counts the number of discordant label pairs (2.1)
Kendall's tau distance is often normalized such that it lies in the interval [0,1], where 1 indicates maximum disagreement. This is done by dividing by L · (L − 1)/2.
We propose the following measure for comparing different clustering solutions. The label ranking loss on the data set D is defined as
where π n andπ n = ρ m are true and predicted rankings for n-th example, respectively. Note that loss LR can be used to calculate the Kendall's tau coefficient as
A very similar measure can be used to evaluate cluster compactness,
where ρ k is the k-th cluster central label ranking.
The Plackett-Luce Mixture Model
In this section, we first describe the details involving the probabilistic Plackett-Luce model for ranking of alternatives, and then describe the proposed PlackettLuce Mixture Model for supervised clustering of label ranking data.
The Plackett-Luce model [20] is an extension of the Bradley-Terry model [1] for comparisons involving three or more alternatives. It is defined by the score
+ . The probability of any ranking L labels is expressed in terms of v as
.
If the score vector v is known, the ranking with the highest posterior probability π * = arg max π (P(π|v)) can be found by simply sorting the labels in the descending order of the corresponding scores. Let us consider a simple case with 3 labels {a, b, c}. The probability of a specific ranking of labels (e.g., π = (c, a, b)) can be expressed as (3.6)
where the first multiplier presents the probability P(c is ranked 1 st ), the second presents the probability P(a is ranked 2 nd | c is ranked 1 st ) and the third presents the probability P(b is ranked 3 rd | c is ranked 1 st ∧ a is ranked 2 nd ). Assuming the label scores v(a) = 3, v(b) = 1 and v(c) = 5, for example, would result in P(π = (c, a, b)|v) = 0.417.
The Plackett-Luce mixture model (MM-PL) we propose has the following setup. The feature space is divided into K clusters, where each cluster S k , k = 1, ..., K, is represented as a union of Voronoi cells defined by a set of prototypes {m p , p = 1, ..., P }, where m p is a d-dimensional vector in input space. The k-th cluster is assigned a Plackett-Luce label score vector v k , that defines the cluster central ranking ρ k .
The resulting model is completely defined by K · P prototypes and K PL vectors, {({m p } k , v k ), k = 1, ..., K, p = 1, ..., P }. The optimal prototype positions and label scores, with respect to a desired loss function, are learned in a supervised manner. A new instance is assigned to the cluster of its nearest prototype.
The starting point in the algorithm design is to introduce the probability P(p | x n ) of assigning n-th observation x n to the p-th prototype that is dependent on their (Euclidean) distance in the feature space. Let us assume that the probability density P(x n ) is described by a mixture model
where P · K is the total number of prototypes, P(p) is the prior probability that a data point is generated by a particular prototype, and P(x n | p) is the conditional probability that p-th prototype generates data point x n . Let us represent the conditional density function P(x n | p) with the normalized exponential form
) and consider a Gaussian mixture with θ(p) = (2πσ
We assume that all prototypes have the same standard deviation (width) σ p and the same prior, P(p) = 1/(P · K). Given this, using the Bayes' rule, we can write the assignment probability as
Finally, to develop the cost function for label ranking clustering framework we consider a probabilistic assignment P(k | x n ) defined as the probability of assigning data point x n to the k-th codeword,
For the compactness of notation, we define b np ≡ P(p | x n ) and g nk ≡ P(k | x n ). We propose the following mixture model for the posterior probability P(π | x n ),
where P(π|k) is the probability of ranking π if x n is generated by k-th cluster. In our approach, we assume the ranking π corresponds to the PL model, and express (3.5) . Based on this model, example x n is assigned to the clusters probabilistically, and its label ranking probability is a weighted average of ranking probabilities assigned to the clusters [25] . The mixture model assumes the conditional independence between x n and π given k,
we assume the distribution from (3.9). Given the training data set D and assuming the mixture model (3.10), we can find the optimal model parameters λ = {{m p } k , v k , k = 1, ..., K, σ p } as the ones that maximize the likelihood,
, where L n is the number of labels in, potentially incomplete, label ranking π n for n-th training instance. The maximum likelihood estimation of λ can be found by minimizing the negative log-likelihood function. However, because of the summation, the log-likelihood function l(λ) = ln P(π | λ) in its original form is not suitable for optimization. For this reason we resort to a more natural alternative to minimization of l(λ), the Expectation-Maximization (EM) algorithm [7] . To map the problem onto EM, we define indicator variables I nk as (3.12) I nk = 1, if x n is generated by k-th cluster, 0, otherwise, and replace the sum over clusters in (3.11) by a product. After this modification, by taking the logarithm, we end up with a simple double-sum, yielding a more tractable log-likelihood function,
In the E-step, the expected values for I nk , denoted as h nk , are estimated assuming that the model parameters λ are known,
(3.14)
In the M-step, the parameters of the model are updated assuming the I nk values are known, and replacing each I nk in (3.14) by its expected value h nk . Note that there exists a strict requirement that v k ∈ R L + , k = 1, ..., K and thus we have to guarantee that all elements of v are positive. In this setting, learning becomes a constrained optimization problem. Since gradient ascent cannot be directly applied to a constrained optimization problem, we transform the original constrained optimization problem to a new optimization problem, which is unconstrained.
Specifically, we minimize the negative log-likelihood l(λ) with respect to log(v k ) instead of v k , where
. This converts the problem into the unconstrained optimization, which can now be solved using gradient ascent approach. The summary of the resulting M-step (v.1) in the stochastic mode is given as follows,
, where γ is a learning rate, and c = 1, ..., L n . An important issue to be addressed is the choice of the parameter σ p . Parameter σ p controls the fuzziness of the distribution. For σ p = 0 the assignments become deterministic, while for σ p → ∞ the assignments become uniform, regardless of the distance. One option is for σ p to be treated as a parameter to be optimized such that l(λ) is minimized. However, it is not necessarily the best approach. In this work, we are treating σ p as an annealing parameter that is initially set to a large value, and is then decreased towards zero using scheme σ p (n + 1) = σ p (0) · σ T /(σ T + n), where σ T is the decay parameter. The purpose of annealing is to facilitate convergence towards a good local optimum of l(λ). We note that this strategy has been used in soft prototype approaches by other researchers [23, 13] .
Let us denote by p nn the index of the nearest prototype for instance x. As σ p decreases towards zero, the assignment probability P(p nn |x) approaches one, and the assignment probabilities of the remaining prototypes approach zero. As a result, p(π|x) from (3.10) can be approximated as p(π|x) ≈ p(π|k nn ), where k nn is the p nn -th prototype's cluster. Therefore, the label rank for instance x can be predicted by using the label score vector of its nearest prototype's cluster. Since the optimal ranking for any cluster π k , k = 1, ..., K, can be obtained by simply sorting the elements of label score vector v k , it could be performed only once at the end of the training procedure, and used in the prediction phase to speed-up the prediction.
Heuristic LR Clustering Baselines
We propose the following baseline approaches for label ranking clustering.
1-Rank is a simple method used as a true baseline. It shows how appropriate it would be to consider all examples as a single cluster, K = 1, and derive a single central ranking ρ K . Intuitively, this would correspond to designing a single catalog for all customers. The central ranking is found using the probabilistic Mallows model [18] .
The Mallows model is a distance-based probabilistic model for permutations. The probability of any permutation ρ of L labels is given in terms of a permutation distanced,
where ρ is some central ranking, π ∈ T is a candidate permutation, θ ∈ R is a dispersion parameter, Z(θ, π) = ρ∈T exp (−θd(ρ, π)) is a normalization constant and d is, in our case, the Kendall's tau distance d τ . The maximum probability is assigned to the central ranking ρ.
Let us discuss how Mallows model can be used to derive cluster centroids {ρ k }, k = 1, ..., K for K clusters, in general. Then, K = 1 is just a special case. Given |S k | label rankings {π n }, n ∈ S k for cluster k and assuming independence, the probability that we observe
The MLE of ρ k is the one that minimizes
, where the solution can be found by exhaustive search. The disadvantages of the Mallows model are that it has high computational complexity of O(L!), and that it cannot directly model incomplete label ranks. To avoid the first issue we make use of the approximate solution that uses a simple Borda count algorithm [5] . Having |S k | label rankings {π n }, n ∈ S k , the central rank is found by voting. Each π n votes in the following manner. The label which is ranked first in π n gets L votes, the second-ranked receives L − 1 votes, etc. Finally, all the votes from π n , n ∈ S k , are summed up and the label with the most votes is ranked first in ρ k , the label with the second most votes is ranked second in ρ k , etc. The approximation is valid as it has been shown [4] that Kendall's tau is well approximated by Spearman's rank correlation, whose median can be computed using Borda.
To solve the second issue we modify Borda count such that partial rankings π n of L n < L labels vote in the following manner. The label ranked j-th
votes, while all the missing labels receive (L + 1)/2 votes. Once ρ k is obtained, for each incomplete ranking π n in cluster S k , the most probable extension to full rank π * n is found such that loss LR (ρ k , π * n ) is minimized. Finally, original Borda count is used to find ρ k from {π * n }, n ∈ S k . This procedure iterates until ρ k converges.
K-means → Mallows algorithm first performs Kmeans clustering based on the instance features only, without taking their label rankings into account. It then derives central rankings ρ k for each cluster from label rankings that belong to this cluster using the Mallows Model. This approach is expected to work well when clusters in the feature space correspond to clusters in the label space.
Naïve K-means In this approach, label rankings π are treated as one of the features. This is done by adding L additional attributes to the feature vector x, that results in the new vector of length d+L. Value of (d+j)-th attribute is set to j th label position in the ranking π, or L/2 if the particular label is not available in π. After this preprocessing stage, the newly formed data is clustered using benchmark K-means algorithm. Central rankings ρ k for each cluster are derived from obtained cluster centroids by sorting the last L attributes in the ascending order. These rankings are used to predict the label ranking of the new instance when its cluster membership is determined by finding the nearest cluster centroid in the original feature space. Unsupervised Label Ranking → SVM first clusters the label rankings using the unsupervised label ranking approach to obtain K classes (cluster central rankings). It then trains a multi-class SVM classifier with RBF kernel using the newly labeled data. When a new instance is classified, it is assigned a ranking that corresponds to the predicted class. We consider two unsupervised label ranking methods as the first stage of the described algorithm:
1) Naïve first sorts all available permutations of L labels by the number of times they appear in the dataset. The top K label ranks determine cluster central rankings and define the K classes. The remaining label ranks are assigned the class of the closest central ranking, with respect to the normalized Kendall's tau distance. If incomplete label rankings are present, we first determine their extensions by finding the most probable positions of the missing labels using a modified Borda count algorithm on the instance's neighborhood of size K mal = 20. This approach is expected to work well when the clusters are evenly distributed in the label space, and the top K ranks really correspond to cluster central rankings. However, if the cluster are unbalanced, it is not likely that this simple procedure will discover the underlying label space centroids.
2) EBMS is a permutation clustering technique from [19] . Based on ranking distribution in the data set and their similarities, training permutations are divided into K clusters, where each cluster is represented with a central ranking. Note that the EBMS algorithm is able to cluster incomplete rankings.
This gave rise to two methods, namely Naïve → SVM and EBMS → SVM.
Experiments
In this section we evaluate the MM-PL algorithm in both supervised clustering and label ranking scenarios.
In the clustering scenario, it was compared to the five baselines described in the previous section. In the traditional label ranking scenario, it was compared to several previously proposed algorithms.
In our preliminary experiments, we experimented with several different versions of the MM-PL algorithm. We were interested in comparing batch vs. stochastic prototype updates in the M-step. The main conclusions are that the stochastic updates performed better than batch updates. Following these results, in the following we report the performance of MM-PL with stochastic updates.
Let us first discuss MM-PL implementation details, specifically, initialization and parameter selection. We initialize the prototypes by randomly sampling from the available training points. The label score vector v k for each prototype was initialized by assigning ∼ N (1, 0.1) to each label score. The learning rate parameter γ was set to the initial value γ 0 = 0.03, and updated using γ(n) = γ 0 · γ T /(γ T + n), where γ T = 8N was used in all experiments. Parameter σ p was initialized as the training data variance [23, 13] and updated using the annealing schedule with σ T = 8N . Training was terminated when l(λ) defined in (3.14) stopped decreasing by more than 10 −5 . The data sets are described in Section 5.1. Clustering results are discussed in Section 5.2. Finally, the results in the label ranking application, together with a brief related work overview, are shown in Section 5.3.
Data Description
We collected a total of 24 data sets for evaluation of MM-PL in both supervised clustering and label ranking prediction experiments. These data sets were used previously [2, 3] in evaluation of the label ranking prediction algorithms. Most of them were obtained by converting benchmark multiclass (A) and regression data sets (B) from the UCI and Statlog repositories into label ranking data, by using the following Naïve Bayes (A) and feature-to-label (B) [3] techniques. For multi-class data sets, the Naïve Bayes classifier is first trained on the original data. Then, the label ranking data is obtained by sorting labels with respect to the predicted class probabilities. In case of a tie, the label with the lowest index is ranked first. For regression data sets, some attributes are removed from the data set, and each one is considered as a label. The removed attributes are standardized and then ordered by size to obtain label ranks. Since there exists a certain correlation between all the attributes, it will be interesting to see to what extent can the label ranks be correctly predicted.
In addition, we used the real-world label ranking data from [15] and sushi preference data from [17] . The data from the first source includes five data sets from the medical domain. The Yeast genome consists of 2465 genes, each described by the phylogenetic profile of length 24. The same input features with different target rankings from five microarray experiments (spo, heat, dtt, cold, diau) resulted in five different data sets.
The sushi preference data collection consists of data for several different preference learning tasks (collaborative filtering, object ranking and label ranking). The data is a result of a food-chain survey in which the users, described by 11 features, provided preferences for different sushi dishes in terms of a five-point-scale (for collaborative filtering) or full sushi rankings of 10 suggested sushis (for object and label ranking applications). In our experiments the data version from [17] was used. The goal is to predict how would a new customer rank 10 sushis based on his/her features. The additional features which describe each sushi dish were excluded since they could not be incorporated in our model.
We also generated two 2-dimensional data sets to better characterize our model. These synthetic data sets were separated into 3 classes, where each class has unique label ranking with L = 6 labels (1 : 123456, 2 : 654321, 3 : 316254). Then, each point was assigned its class' label ranking corrupted by noise, such that with certain probability one or more labels switch places in total rank. The first data set (called circles) was created by uniformly sampling 7, 000 points from a square of width 6, centered at the origin. All points within distance 1.5 from origin were assigned to class 1, points within distances 1.5 to 2.7 were assigned to class 2, and the remaining points were assigned to class 3. Finally, for every point we add label ranking noise in the following way. One label is chosen at random, and the second label is chosen such that it is first label's first neighbor in the label ranking with probability 0.5, second neighbor with probability 0.3, third neighbor with probability 0.15 and fourth neighbor with probability 0.05 (if a label has only one neighbor we pick that neighbor as a second label, otherwise we pick one of two neighbors by throwing a fair coin). Then, we switch these two labels with probability 0.7, otherwise we quit noise-adding routine. If the noise was added we pick two new labels in the same way as before and switch them with probability 0.5, and if the second label switch occurred we choose two new labels and switch them with probability 0.3. The second data set (called checker) was generated in the following way. We sampled 450 points from each of 16 Gaussian distributions centered at the fields of 4 × 4 checkerboard, and assigned points from upper right and lower right Gaussians to classes 1 and 2, respectively, and the remaining points to class 3.
Similarly to the first data set, we assigned each point its class' label ranking corrupted by noise. Two data sets are shown in Figure 1 , where each label permutation is marked with a different color. The 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 6 5 4 3 2 1 3 1 6 2 5 6 1 2 5 4 3 1 6 2 5 4 3 6 1 5 2 4 (b) Km 1 3 6 2 5 4 6 5 4 3 2 1 3 1 6 2 5 4 (c) naive description of data sets is given in Table 1 , together with a 1-Rank result as it is, in a sense, a property of the data set (i.e., how well it can be represented using a single label rank).
A common shortcoming of a collection of usercontent real-world label ranking data is missing preference information. Very often a user will only provide a partial rank of preferred items (e.g., clothing brands). To model incomplete ranking information, the training data was modified such that a certain percentage of labels was removed from the complete instance rankings at random.
Application to Supervised Clustering
Here we compare MM-PL to clustering algorithms from Section 4 in label rank clustering. The comparison is in terms of loss LR and ∆ p averaged over 5 repetitions of a 10-fold cross-validation. Note that loss LR is used to evaluate predictiveness, while ∆ p depicts cluster compactness, using the training data, which is not necessarily a good measure of predictive performance. Missing label scenario was simulated by removing a certain percentage of labels from the training data.
First we show the results on the synthetic checker and circle data sets. For this purpose, the number of clusters was set to K = 3 in order to test whether the correct clusters can be recovered. MM-PL used a total budget of K · P = 90 prototypes. The results are summarized in the top two rows of Table 4 and illustrated in Figures 2 and 3 . In addition, Table 2 reports which rankings are discovered as cluster centroids in different settings.
We can conclude that MM-PL performed the best overall, as it was able to uncover the actual clusters and the correct central rankings even when the clusters were unbalanced (checker) and 60% of labels are missing. It can be observed that K-means → Mal is under-performing when the label regions have complicated distributions. Naïve → SVM top K central ranking selection strategy did not prove efficient. Because of imbalance in cluster sizes and the large amount of noise, it was not able to correctly recover all the central rankings by taking the top K ones. Interestingly, nor did EBMS → SVM. Finally, Naïve K-means showed better performance than K-means → Mal on the checker data but falls behind it on the circle data. Table 2 shows that none of the algorithms, except MM-PL, was able to find the correct label ranking for the smallest checker cluster.
It should be noted that, if we repeat the experiment multiple times, K-means based algorithms are likely to find different central rankings each time. On the other hand, the other algorithms are consistent.
Next, we evaluate the algorithms on the real-world sushi data set with K = 5 clusters. Figure 4 , Table 3 and bottom row of Table 4 illustrate the performance. We can make several observations. Even though Kmeans → Mal partitions the feature space well, the partitions are not descriptive enough, as all cluster central rankings have sushis 8 and 1 at the first two positions and 7 and 10 at the last two positions. Thus, the cluster-specific promotional material would only differ the in mid-part of customer preferences. EBMS → SVM results in the partitions that are compact in the label space (low ∆ p ), but far less compact in the feature space, thus resulting in poor generalization (Table 4) . MM-PL clusters are informative and diverse in label space and also consistently distributed in feature space, allowing for a simpler and more intuitive rule when assigning new customers to clusters. For this reason it has the best overall predictive performance.
The results on the remaining datasets are reported in Table 4 . We show results for complete ranking, 30% and 60% missing label ranking scenarios. The number of clusters was set to K = 10 and the total budget size of MM-PL to P · K = 100.
MM-PL performed the best overall in all three scenarios. MM-PL is the best overall, while K-means → Mal and Naïve → SVM are the second best, depending on the data properties. If the clusters in feature space correspond to clusters in the label space, K-means → Mal performs well. If top K label rankings correspond to the true cluster centroids, then Naïve → SVM is a good fit. Finally, we can observe that the Unsupervised Label Ranking → SVM methods are notably computationally more demanding than the rest of the algorithms. Especially EBMS, which is very slow on large data sets.
Application to Label Ranking Prediction
The objective of label ranking is to train a single ranking function f : x n → π n from data set D. As this function can output any permutation of L labels, it is not appropriate for clustering (e.g., it could result in an infeasible number of catalogs for target marketing). However, many other real-life tasks find this kind of mapping desirable.
There are three principal approaches for label ranking. The first decomposes label ranking problem into one or several binary classification problems. Ranking by pairwise comparison (PW) [15] , for example, creates L · (L − 1)/2 classification problems, one for each possible pairwise ranking. The constraint classification (CC) [14] , on the other hand, transforms the label ranking problem into a single binary classification problem by augmenting the data.
The second approach is to use utility functions, where the goal is to learn mappings f k : X → R for each label k = 1, ..., L, which assign a value f k (x) to each label, such that f i (x) < f j (x) if x prefers label j over i . For example, Lin-LL method proposed in [6] represents each f k as a linear combination of base ranking functions. The utility functions are learned to minimize the ranking error and the final rank is produced by sorting the utility scores.
The third approach is represented by a collection of algorithms which use probabilistic approaches for label ranking, such as the Mallows [18] and the Plackett-Luce [20] models. A typical representative is the instancebased (IB) label ranking [3, 2] . Given a new instance x, the k-Nearest Neighbor algorithm is used to locate its neighbors in the feature space. Then, the neighbors' label rankings are aggregated to provide prediction. Instance models based on the Mallows model, IB-Mal [3] and Plackett-Luce model, IB-PL [2] exist. By setting k = 1, the aggregation step is avoided and prediction consists of simply copying the ranking of the nearest neighbor. However, the 1-nearest neighbor is rather unstable and not applicable to incomplete label ranks.
Instance-based label ranking algorithms are simple and intuitive. Furthermore, they have shown good performance in various label ranking scenarios. However, their success comes at a large cost associated with both memory and time. First, they require that the entire training data set is stored in memory, which can be costly or even impossible in the resourceconstrained applications. Storing the original data can also raise privacy issues, as the data might contain sensitive user information. Second, the prediction involves costly nearest neighbor search and aggregation of neighbors' label rankings. The aggregation is very slow as it requires using optimization techniques at prediction time, such as Minorization-Maximization [16] (IB-PL, O(N 2 + kL log L)) or exhaustive search (IB-Mal, O(N 2 + kL!)).
There also exists a method that models the global Plackett-Luce parameters which are linearly dependent on the input space [2] . We will refer to it as Lin-PL.
In the following we compare the proposed MM-PL algorithm to simple 1-NN label rank rule, IB-PL [2] , IBMal [3] , Lin-LL [6] and Lin-PL [2] . We also implemented an IB-CPS method which uses the recently proposed CPS model for rank aggregation [21] . Table 5 shows the comparison of MM-PL to the label ranking algorithms. Since the goal in this application is to predict the label preferences as accurately as possible, we used a special case of MM-PL. We set the number of clusters equal to total number of prototypes, hoping to span a much larger number of preferences and increase our predictive power. However, not all prototypes will necessarily learn to represent different preferences. In these experiments we set K = 100.
In the full ranking scenario, MM-PL was the second best ranked algorithm in terms of the number of wins. By the average accuracy measure, it was slightly less accurate than the two IB algorithms (IB-Mal and IB-PL), and as accurate as IB-CPS. Lin-LL and Lin-PL were the least accurate by both measures. Accuracy of 1-NN was between Lin and IB methods. It is worth observing that MM-PL was the most accurate on the real-world data sets and that in some cases, due to overfitting, MM-PL with 10 clusters outperforms the new version.
In the case of 30% and 60% missing label information, MM-PL was the highest ranked algorithm. In average accuracy, MM-PL and IB-PL performed similarly. Better performance of MM-PL in the missing label scenario can be explained by the difference in utilizing the incomplete preference information. Unlike IB methods, which use missing labels in the prediction phase, MM-PL prototypes capture the underlying distribution better and alleviate missing data problem by combining partial information during the training phase. It is also interesting to observe that IB-PL performs better than IB-Mal on data with missing labels, while on complete ranking data the outcome is opposite.
Conclusion
In spite of having many potential real-world applications, to the best of our knowledge, this paper presents the first attempt at supervised clustering of complex label rank data. We established several baselines for supervised clustering of label ranking data and proposed a Plackett-Luce (PL) mixture model specifically tailored for this application. We empirically showed the strength of the PL model by experiments on real-world and syn-thetic data. In addition to the supervised clustering scenario, we compared the PL model to the previously proposed label ranking algorithms in terms of predictive accuracy.
Our model achieved state-of-the-art clustering performance and was very competitive to the previously proposed approaches for label ranking prediction. When faced with the missing label problem, and particularly when a large fraction of labels is missing, the PL model works exceptionally well. In addition to the impressive accuracy, the PL model has a small memory footprint making it attractive in memory-constrained scenarios. Unlike models utilizing pairwise label preference information, training and prediction time of PL model are only linear in the size of label set and number of prototypes, resulting in a very fast and efficient model. These features make it an attractive option for label ranking.
